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MODELLING THE FLOW OF COALESCING
DATA STREAMS THROUGH A PROCESSOR

V. ANANTHARAM,*Universityof California,Berkeley

Abstract
In a data processing network, two data streams A and B arrive at a node
independentlyat the same Poisson rateA.Serviceat exponentialratey can takeplace
iff there is at least one of each of A and B present. The output is the combined
processed data AB. We consider models of this situation with finite buffers,with
infinitebuffersand with finitebuffersfor the excess of each inputtype over the other.
We applythe filteringtheoryfor point processfunctionalsof a Markovchainto study
whetherthe output flow is Poisson in equilibrium.The motivation is to examine, if
the output is to subsequentlybe processedby a queueingsystem, whetherit can be
treatedas an independentPoisson input to that system.
A resultof independentinterestis that a subset of transitionsof a countable-state
Markovprocessdoes not yield a Poisson processwhen counted,if the ratematrixof
counted transitionsis nilpotent, and we prove a generalizationof Pakes'lemma for
countable-stateMarkovchains.
FILTERING; MANUFACTURING; OUTPUT PROCESSES;QUASIREVERSIBILITY;STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS

1. Introduction
Data arriving into a network of processors are commonly

modelled as a Poisson

process. The processors in the network are themselves modelled variously according to
their service discipline. One of the remarkable discoveries in queueing theory, originating with work of Burke [2], is that for a large class of models of processors, called quasireversible, the output flows of the network are also Poisson in equilibrium [4], [5], [6],
[9], [ 10]. This supports the popularity of quasi-reversible nodes as models for processors
and facilitates analysis of networks of quasi-reversible nodes.
In a parallel processing system, where portions of a job are worked on by different
processors, a given processor may require inputs from more than one data stream before
beginning processing. Alternately, to manufacture a commodity it may be necessary to
have available different types of raw materials. We call a node modelling such a situation
a manufacturing node. In this paper we investigate the possibility of coming up with a
reasonable model of a manufacturing node with an equilibrium situation where Poisson
Received 9 May 1986;revision received 8 July 1986
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inputs yield a Poisson output. The availability of such a model would greatly extend the
range of data processing situations which can be modelled by quasi-reversible nodes.
The M/MIIIS queue is one of the simplest models for a service facility with finite
waiting room. Customers arrive in a Poisson stream of rate A and require independent
service times exponentially distributed with rate u. Any customers arriving when the
queue size is S are rejected. It is known that the output of the vMM/1l/S queue is not
Poisson in equilibrium. In Section 3 we consider the following model for a manufacturing node with two inputs and finite waiting room: customers of types A and B arrive
according to independent Poisson streams of rate A. Service at exponential rate u can
take place only if there is at least one of both A and B present. The output is the
combined commodity AB. If an arrival of type A finds N4 customers of type 4 in queue
on arrival, it is rejected. NBis defined similarly. We call this the model with finite buffers.
We prove that the output in equilibrium of this manufacturing node is not Poisson.
If the buffer size S is very large, the MlI/M/ S model may be simplified by allowing for
arbitrary queue size, giving the familiar Ml/M/1 model. This is a quasi-reversible node,
and its output is therefore Poisson in equilibrium. By analogy, if N4 and NB are very
large, one might try to simplify the model with finite buffers by allowing for infinite
buffers. It is natural to expect the output of this node to be Poisson in equilibrium.
Somewhat unexpectedly, it turns out that the question is meaningless, because, even if
only one of the buffers is infinite, there is no equilibrium situation. This is proved in
Section 4. The point is that any excess of customers of one type over another tends to
remain unchanged, whatever the rate of service. The behaviour of the model is similar to
that of a null-recurrent Markov chain. We also prove that any countable-state Markovian model of a manufacturing node without blocking of arrivals cannot admit an
invariant distribution.
As a final attempt to get a simple model with the 'infinite' features which make a
Poisson output plausible, we consider the following. Arrivals and service are as before.
An arrival of type A is rejected on arrival if the excess of customers of type A over those
of type B he sees on arrival is N4. NB is defined similarly. We call this the model with
finite buffers for the excess. We show that even for this model, the output flow is not
Poisson. In Section 5 we set up the Markov process associated with the model and
determine a stationary range of the parameters. We prove that a stationary distribution
exists if 2A </,. The exact range of parameters permitting an equilibrium distribution is
not determined - it appears to depend on N4 and NB. Calculations to prove that the
output flow is not Poisson in equilibrium are carried out in Section 6.
Section 2 deals with some elementary probabilistic preliminaries. Concluding remarks
are made in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries
Let (X,, t > 0) be a stationary Markov process with countable state space X, infinitesimal generator Q, and equilibrium distribution 7r.Given a subset D of (i, j) such that
i, jE X and i j), define the counting process (D,, t _ 0) by
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D,=

1 (Xs_, X,)ED),

Do=0.
Do = 0.

(2.1)

Define the matrices QDand

QD

by

QD(i,j) = Q(i, j)l {(i, j)D}

(2.2a)
and

QD(i,j)

(2.2b)

=

Q(i,j)l{(i,j)ED)

for each i, j E X. Thus QD gives the rates with which (X,, t > O) makes transitions in D
and (D,, t > 0) counts the transitions in D.
Lemma 2.1.
Then

Let P, denote the column vector with entries P,(i) = Pr(D, = 0 Xo = i).
Pt = QDP.

(2.3)

Proof.
P,+d(i) = Pr(Dt+d,= 0 X0 = i)
= S Pr(D+, d=

Ddi, Dd, = 0, Xdt =j I Xo = i)

jeX

=

Pr(D,+dt=

Dd, I Xd, =j,

Ddt= O,XO= i)Pr(Xdl =j, Ddt= O

=i).

jex

Using the Markov property, this equals
S Pr(D,d, = Dd, Xdt=j)Pr(Xd, =j, Dd = O Xo = i)
jEX

=

PtJ)QD(i,j)dt + P(i) + o(dt)
jeX

from which the claim follows.
Lemma 2.2. Let t, denote the row vector with entries r,(i) = Pr(X, = i D, = 0). Let
h, = ~tQD1, where 1 denotes a column vector of l's. Then
(2.4)

-tQD+ h,t,.

=

Proof.

t+d(i) = Pr(X,t+=

by Bayes' rule.
Therefore

i |Dtdt

= Pr(X+dt =

i

= Pr(X,+dt =

i, D+d

= 0)

D+dt =
=

D1, D, = 0)
D, ID = 0){Pr(D,+d =

IDt = 0)} -
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= , D+dt = D, X, =j ID, = 0)

= E ,(j)Pr(X,At= i, D,+d,= D, | X, =j, D, = 0)
jEA

=

Q,(i)QD(i,)dt + ,(i) + o(dt)

from whichthe claim follows.
Equation(2.4) is the continuous part of the filteringequations for point process
functionalsof a Markovchain- [ 1],[7], [8], [ 10].Note thatif(D,, t _ 0) is Poissonwith
intensity r, then h, = 1.
3. The model with finite buffers
The Markov process associated to the model with finite buffers has the finite state
space
X = {(a, b) such that 0 < a _- NA, 0 - b _ N)B
and the transition matrix Q is easily written down. It is irreducible, therefore admits a
unique stationary distribution. In the following theorem we give an easily verifiable
necessary condition for the point process counting a subset of transitions of a countablestate Markov process to be Poisson.
Theorem 3.1. Let (X,, t > 0) be a stationary Markov chain with countable state
space X, infinitesimal generator Q, and invariant distribution 7n. Let D be a subset of
transitions and (D,, t _ 0) the associated point process, as in Section 2. If QD(Equation
(2.2b)) is nilpotent then (D,, t _ 0) is not Poisson.
Proof. Let P, denote the column vector with entries P,(i) = Pr(D, = 0 1X = i). If
(D,, t _ 0) is to be Poisson with intensity /, we have
7rP,= exp(- rt).

(3.1)

Differentiating (3.1) k times with respect to t and using Lemma 2.1 gives
(3.2)

7r(QD)kP,

(- ^)kexp(- rt)

where we may set t = 0 to get
(3.3)

7r(QD)k = (-

)k

Now supose that, instead of counting every transition the Markov process makes in D,
we choose 0 _ p < 1 and make, at each transition, an independent (of the past of
(X,, t g 0) at the instant of choice) decision of counting the transition with probability p.
Thus we get a point-process functional (Df, t _ 0) of the Markov process, which is a
Bernoulli sampled version of (D,, t g 0). Since a p-Bernoulli sampling of a Poisson

processwith intensityr yields a Poisson processof intensityrp, (DP,t _ 0) is Poisson
with intensity r/p.
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Let Pf denote the column vector with entries Pf = Pr(DP = 01 Xo= i). Exactly as in
Lemma 2.1 we can show that
(3.4)
where q
(3.5)

Pt -=(Q +

qQD)Pt

1 - p. Using (3.4) and arguing as above gives
7t(QD + qQD)k

(-

ip)k

for all k ' 0.
Now think of Equation (3.5) as a family of equations parametrized by p and
differentiate k times with respect to p. It is easily checked that this gives
7t(QD)kl =

(3.6)

k

for all k > 0.
From Equation (3.6) we conclude
(a) When X is finite, tl is an eigenvalue of QD. In fact, if Min(x) denotes the minimal
polynomial of QD, so that Min(QD) = 0 and Min(x) is the polynomial of least degree
achieving this, we see from Equation (3.6) that Min(t) = 0.
(b) If QD is nilpotent, i.e. some power of it is 0, the point process associated to D
cannot be Poisson.
To apply the above to the output of the model with finite buffers, note that the subset D
of transitions which gives the output process has an associated QD which is nilpotent.
Thus the output process is not Poisson.
Remark. As an application of the above, neither process of accepted arrivals is
Poisson, since they are point process functionals corresponding to the sets of transitions
A = {((a, b), (a + 1, b)) such that 0 ? a

NA - 1, 0

b<

NB}

for process of accepted arrivals of type A, and
B = {((a, b), (a, b + 1)) such that O0a

NA,

b

NB - 1}

for type B, and the appropriate matrices are nilpotent. Theorem 3.1 may be applied to
make a number of similar statements about the flows of various queues.
4. The model with infinite buffers
In this section we study the model of Section 3 with either one or both of NAand NB
infinite. For the sake of definiteness assume that NAis infinite. Also assume 1 - NB - co
to avoid triviality. We show below that the Markov process associated with this model
does not admit a stationary distribution.
The state space associated with the model is X = {(a, b) such that 0 < a _< o,
0< b <NB), and the infinitesimal generator Q is easily written down. Suppose the
process admits the invariant distribution z. Define Dn C X, n > 0, by

Dn= {(a, b)EX such that a -b = n},
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so that D, is the subset of states where the excess of customers of type . over those of type
B is n. From the balance of probability flow in equilibrium, one easily sees that

E

E 7r(a,b)._

(4.1)

7r(a, b).

(,h)EDIn . I

(a.?l)D),.

for each n > 0.
Since Z(,a.)e nr(a,b) = 1, this can only hold if
(a, b)=0

(4.2)

for each (a, b)E Un,> D,.
It is well known that if an irreducible Markov process admits an invariant distribution, the distribution is strictly positive on the state space. Our process is clearly
irreducible, so that the above contradiction proves it cannot admit an invariant
distribution. Note that the size of/I/A was completely irrelevant to the above argument.
More generally, we can show that any countable-state Markovian model of a manufacturing node without blocking of inputs cannot admit an invariant distribution. Let
(X,. t > 0) be Markov, with countable state space X. The total number of components of
type . is given by a function g.: X -- Z. Similarly, we have gB: X - Z+. Arrivals and
departures correspond to subsets of transitions A, B, D C {(i, j) such that i, j EX and
i j }, where
(i,j)eB

iffg4(j) = g(i)

(i, j) EB

iffgB(j)= gB(i) + 1,

(i, j)

1,

E D iff g4(j) = g (i) - 1 and g(j)

= g(i)

- 1.

The arrival processes
A, =

{(X,,X)CA}
O<s

t

O<s

t

and
B,=

I1{(X,_, X)GEB)

are independent Poisson processes of rate A..
It suffices to observe that, under the above assumptions, (g4(Xt)-gB(X,),
executes a simple symmetric random walk on the integers.

t

0)

5. The model with finite buffers for the excess
The state space X of the model with finite buffers for the excess is
(5.1)

X = {(a, b) such that a, b > 0, a - b

NAand b - a

NB}.

The off-diagonal entries of the infinitesimal generator are the rates of the various
transitions and are given by
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- b : NA},

(5.2a)

Q((a, b), (a + 1, b)) = Ala

(5.2b)

Q((a, b), (a, b + 1))= Al1{b-a # NB},

(5.2c)

b - 1))=4l{a >O}l{b >0}.

Q((a,b),(a -,

In this sectionwe provethatthe processadmitsa stationarydistributionwhen2A< p.
To do this we considerthe imbeddeddiscrete-timeMarkovchain (x,), which has the
same state spaceX, and has transitionmatrixr with

Q(i,J)
r(i, )= Q
Q(i) '

(5.3)
where

Q(i)=

(5.4)

E
jex,j

Q(i
i

and prove that (x") is a positive recurrentchain. Since the originalMarkovprocessis
stable and conservative,the existence of an invariantdistributionfor the process is
equivalentto the existenceof an invariantdistributionfor the imbeddedchain.We need
the followinggeneralizationof Pakes' lemma, whose ordinaryversion, applicableto
chainswith state spacethe non-negativeintegers,is provedin, e.g., [9].
Lemma 5.1. Let(x, n > 0) be an irreducibleMarkovchain,with statespaceX. Let
there be given a function g: X Z+, such that, for each N> 0, (xEX such that
g(x) < N) is finite.For i EX, define
(5.5)

| = i).
y(i) = E(g(x,+,) - g(x,) xn

Suppose
(a) Iy(i)i <oc, foralliEX.
(b) There is N > 0 and - a < 0 such that, for each i EX with g(i) _ N, we have
y(i)_ -a.
Then (x,, n _ 0) is a positive recurrentchain. In particular,it admits an invariant
distribution.
Remark. We take as knownthat for an irreducibleMarkovchain of periodd, and
i, jEX
N

1
lim - E Pr(x =jI xo=i)= = n(j)

N-oo

Nn-1

exists. Also, r(j)> 0 if and only if the chain is positive recurrent,admittinginvariant
distributionn(.) (and equals0 otherwise).
Proof. Let b =max{y(i) such that g(i)<N}.
have

Let Ei{.} denote E(. xo=i). We
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- g(i) < E,{g(x,n+) - g(Xo)} = E {y(x0) + '
+b)

'(a

i

m-0

+ y(Xn)}

Pi(g(xm) < N) -(n + )a

where now P, denotes probabilities starting with x0 = i.
Divide by n and let n -s oo. We get
7r(i) _ a > 0,

,

(a + b)

(i such that g(i) < N

where we have used the fact that {i such that g(i) <N} is finite. This proves that n(.)
cannot be identically zero, so that the chain is positive recurrent.
To apply the above, let X, C Xbe given by Xn = {(a, b)EXsuch that min{a, b} = n .
Define the gauge g: X- Z+ by: g(x) = n if and only if xE X. If 2A < u then g(.)
satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Also, our chain is irreducible and periodic with
period 3.
6. Intensity calculations
Suppose (D,, t > 0) is Poisson with intensity rI. We first observe that

X

r=,i

(6.1)

7i(a,b)l(a>O)l{b>O).

(a,b)EX

But
i

(6.2)

n7(i) >u

7(i.

iE=XI,

iEXn +

Summing over all n gives
A>r.

(6.3)
This will be used below.

Let5, denotethe rowvectorwith entries4,(i) = Pr(X,= i D, = 0). FromLemma2.2,
,(a,b) = A,(a - l,b)l{a >O}l{a - l- b <NA
+ A,(a, b(6.4)

- ,(a,b)(,l{a

l)l{b >0}l{b-

1 -a <NB)

- b <NA +l{b-a

Sum over {(a, b) such that a, b > 0} to get

<NB) +ul{a

>0}l{b

>0})
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0=h--2=,A I
Il

4t(O,b)+,,rt,(a,b)l{a>O}l{b>O}l{a-b<NA}

O<b<Na

t(a,O)+ A t(a,b)l{a>O}l{b>

+~i
O<a

(6.5)

O}lb-a<Ns}

NA

Al{b-a

0})lb>)}(Al{a-b<NA}+

-,(a,b)l(a>

<NB}

+#l{a >O}lb >0}))+-.

IL

Simplifying,
/2

O=

(6.6)

E
O<b NB

t(0,b)+

We see from the above equationthat
Now write
,t(O,b) = A
0<b

ND

X
E
O<a <NA

,(a,O)-l +-.

J

b) +

,(0,
0O<b<NB,

2O<ao<NA <(a,

(O, b) - A,(,

, (0, b)-2

4t(, b),

NB) +

0<b<NB

O0b<NB

0) is constant.

O<b

NB

which can be simplifiedto give
t(0, b)-= A2(0, 0) +

S

(6.7a)
0<b

(

-

)
0<b < N

Na

t(0, b).

Similarlywe get
(6.7b)

CNA ~t(a,0)=

3At(0, O)+ (

-

O<a_

E

)

(a, 0).

O<a 'NA

SummingEquations(6.7a)and (6.7b)or takingthemindividuallyas appropriate,we see
that ,t(0,0) is constant.(Note that at least one of NA and NBmust exceed 0 to avoid
triviality.)
However
(6.8a)

(0, 0)= (r - 2A)O,(0,0)

if NA>0 and NB > 0, and
(6.8b)

,t(0, 0) = ( - )r,(0,

0)

if one of NA and NB is 0.
In either case, since q < A, the above implies that X,(0,0) cannot be constant.This

contradictionestablishesthat the output flow of the manufacturingsystem cannot be
Poisson in equilibrium.
7. Concludingremarks
In the precedingwe have consideredseveral attemptsat defininga manufacturing
node whichadmitsa stationarysituationyieldinga Poisson outputfor Poisson inputs.
Our resultsare negative,in that severalnaturaldefinitionsare shownto not possessthe
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property we seek. Perhaps there is no such model (?). There has been some recent work
on measuring the distance of a process from a Poisson process in terms of the intensity
[3]. An interesting direction to go from here would be to quantify the deviation of the
output process of the above models from a Poisson process.
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